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Abstract—In this paper, we seek to improve understanding
of human mobility patterns in environments having definite
and highly organized structure, such as shopping malls. We
present a method to identify individuals expressing different
mobility patterns. Besides, to understand better the role of groups
of message carriers expressing different mobility patterns, we
performed simulations of a derivative of the Epidemic protocol
with real-world mobility traces, which distinguishes between two
groups of carriers, and entrusts messages through either one
or the other. We discuss the implications of our results and
make recommendations to guide the design of ad-hoc forwarding
algorithms for delay tolerant mobile ad-hoc networks in shopping
mall environments and to help modeling realistic simulation
scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Several studies have been performed to analyse nodes’

movement in different settings: a conference environment

involving conference attendees at Infocom [3], in research

labs and universities in Cambridge [4], and MIT [5] involving

researchers and students, in the campuses WiFi access network

of UCSD (University of California, San Diego) [6], Dartmouth

College [7], and ETH Zurich [8], during a Paris roller blading

event [9], in an entertainment theme park [11], and in a typical

office environment [12]. Although there is a range of useful

data sets available no one deals with shopping malls in partic-

ular. Therefore, to design and test our network application for

such an environment we have conducted a field trial aiming to

gather data about contacts between devices carried by humans

in a shopping mall. This data set includes handheld Bluetooth

devices employed in a smaller scale environment with short

granularity for six days. In this paper, which follows from

our previous works [1], [2], we study relationships between

two people in shopping mall environments. We provide a

methodology to identify devices carried by visitors/customers

and devices carried by shopping mall related people based

on pure contact duration, inter-contact time and frequency.

Such a method can also be employed in different structured

environments. We define as structured environment, a scenario

having definite and highly organised structure, where people

are organised by characteristic patterns of relationship and

mobility. Finally, we have conducted an initial study to un-

derstand better the potential roles of customers and sellers in

forwarding messages in shopping mall environments. For that,

we evaluate the performance of two semi-Epidemic protocols

with our real-world mobility traces, which forward messages

exclusively to customers or sellers. The paper is structured

as follows: in Section II, we present a method to identify

devices carried by customers and sellers in shopping malls;

in Section III we present our initial simulation results of two

semi-Epidemic forwarding protocols with real-world mobility

traces and Section IV concludes the paper.

II. IDENTIFYING CUSTOMERS’ AND SELLERS’ DEVICES

From the collected contact traces, we cannot straightaway

assume external contacts as between sellers and customers

because they can occur between sellers and any other de-

vice. Namely, external devices do not necessarily identify

customers; they could be sellers’ personal devices. Here, we

provide a methodology to identify devices carried by visi-

tors/customers and devices carried by shopping mall related

people based on pure contact duration, inter-contact time and

frequency. Namely, if an internal device spends long time

in contact with an external one or they see each other very

often, then, we assume that they are in ”working relationship”.

As such they have specific duties and relatively predictable

mobility. Figure 1 plots the correlation between the number

of contacts and the contact durations of each device with

our smartphones, day by day, distinguishing between internal

and external devices. Contact duration is a single set of

consecutive sightings of the same node, i.e. a presumed period

of continuous contact. In this plot we consider ”internal-like”

nodes which are external devices behaving like internals. They

express contact durations longer than three hours or number

of contacts bigger than 20 (contact durations are derived

from contiguous data logs). We conjecture that they show

contacts with devices carried by other sellers or shopping mall

employees which were not part of the experiment. To identify

such devices we plot the correlation between the number of

contacts and the longest contact duration of each device with

all our smartphones in Figure 2. Here, we can see two clusters

of devices: externals on the left bottom and internals on the

right bottom of the quadrant. We infer that people in the

first cluster do not spend more than roughly two hours in the
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Fig. 1: The number of contacts and contact durations of each

device with all the internal devices

shopping mall. Thus, we can infer that all the nodes falling in

this cluster are likely to be customers. Only 9 external devices

out of 752 perform higher contact duration and number of

contacts. The majority of the remaining individuals fall in

the second population which means that they tend to spend

long time ”together” and meet each other more often. That

is expected sellers’ and shopping mall employees’ behaviour

since neighbouring sellers tend to be in contact for long

time. These results show a different distribution plot with

respect to the previous studies [10], [13]. Furthermore, we

analyze the correlation between the longest inter-contact time

and the number of contacts with each external device, day

by day, to filter external devices. Inter-contact time is the

elapsed time between two non-consecutive sightings of the

same node. We are only considering external devices in the

left cluster of Figure 2. In this next step 22 external devices

out of 743 have a maximum inter-contact time longer than 3

hours (within a single day). The vast majority of these devices

have inter-contact time lower than one hour. After three hours

the frequency decreases drastically. We then classify external

devices with inter-contact time smaller than three hours as

likely to be carried by customers.

III. FORWARDING THROUGHOUT CUSTOMERS OR

SELLERS

In this section we evaluate the performance of the two semi-

Epidemic protocols with the mobility traces of our data set.

These are identical to the Epidemic protocol except that they

forward messages exclusively to customers or sellers at the

intermediate hops. In our simulations we assume two nodes

are also in contact with each other if they are both detected

in a single round of Bluetooth discovery. Unfortunately, this

assumption introduces inaccuracies. On one hand, it is overly

optimistic, since two devices in sight of the same internal

node may still be out of range of each other. On the other

hand, the data might omit connection opportunities, since two

devices may be within each other’s range and not in sight of

an internal node, and this contact would not be logged. We
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Fig. 2: Number of contacts versus the longest contact durations

for internal and external devices

evaluated the performance of the routing protocols by sending

1000 messages. The minimum interval between the generation

of two subsequent messages is equal to 0.1 seconds, as long

as the chosen recipient node is different from the sender.

The generation of messages with such a frequency produces

a certain network load which will stress the network itself

and allows network protocols to show better the capability of

network protocols in routing data. The sender and recipient of

each message were randomly chosen among all of the nodes

following a uniform distribution. We run equal number of

simulations with each combination of customers and sellers

as senders and receivers; this was sufficient to determine a

95% confidence interval using a t-distribution.

The performance of the Epidemic protocol is strictly cor-

related to the connectedness of end-to-end paths with hosts

with infinite buffer capacity. By comparing these results

we aim to expose differences in forwarding data through

customers versus sellers in such environments. In the Fig-

ure 3 and Figure 4 we plot respectively the delivery ratio

and the average delay of the four separate combinations of

customers and sellers as sender and receiver for the two

routing protocols. Combinations are identified in the figures

using the syntax [C|S]([C|S]to[C|S]) where the first

field identifies whether the semi-Epidemic protocol forwards

messages through customers C or sellers S. The Figures 3

and 4 show the performance of the semi-Epidemic routing

protocols with two different buffer capacities. The white and

the red boxes show the results when the buffer capacity of

the nodes is 10% and 20%, respectively, of the number of

the messages generated. As expected higher buffer capacities

lead to high delivery ratios, and the impact of mobility is

similar in both buffer capacities. The delivery ratio in the left

part of Figure 3, that is CtoC and CtoS, is slightly higher if

messages are delivered through sellers. In contrast, in the right

part of Figure 3 messages routed through sellers result in lower

delivery ratios. We conjecture that this is mainly because of the

limited buffer capacity of each node and the different mobility

pattern and relatively small number of sellers with respect to
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Fig. 3: Boxplot of the delivery ratio for the semi-Epidemic

routing protocols.

customers. Thus, the network becomes more overloaded when

messages are generated by sellers and routed throughout them.

This leads to buffer overflow and message loss. This is backed

up by cases S(StoC) and S(StoS) where increasing buffer

capacity has the biggest impact on the performance of the

routing protocols. We believe that C(CtoC) and C(CtoS)

show smaller delivery ratios than S(CtoC) and S(CtoS)

because messages are generated by customers and forwarded

to other customers who might be about to leave the shopping

mall and not have time to forward them. On the other hand,

sellers never leave the mall during their working time. For the

same sequence of cases the Figure 4 shows the average delay

for delivering messages. It seems that the average delay keep

increasing following the combinations on the x-axis and as

long as messages are generated by customers. These results

are roughly the same for each buffer capacity. The average

delay improves with bigger buffer capacity when senders and

receivers are sellers. When messages are generated by sellers

and received by customers, there is trade off between the type

and number of intermediate carriers, customers or sellers, and

their buffer capacity.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we provide a method based on the correlation

between number of contacts, contact durations and inter-

contact times of people in shopping mall environments to

identify two groups of people, visitors/customers and shopping

mall related people, performing different mobility patterns.

Our results suggest that communication services in shopping

malls might require specific networking protocols. We propose

to exploit the two main entities’ mobility patterns to route data:

customers and shop employees. We evaluate the performance

of two semi-Epidemic protocols with our real-world mobility

traces as initial study to estimate the effect of delivering

messages in shopping mall environments by exclusively for-

warding them to customers or sellers, each of which has

distinctive mobility patterns. Shopkeepers could form a mobile

ad-hoc network backbone and the starting point from which

to build wider networks in shopping mall environments. The
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Fig. 4: Boxplot of the average delay for the semi-Epidemic

routing protocols.

identification of such groups of people could help greatly

in forwarding data. In future work we intend to design and

evaluate ad-hoc forwarding algorithms for different pervasive

applications in this type of setting, and create realistic mobility

models which will accurately represent the observed human

mobility patterns.
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